Glossary of Rug Terms:
A BRASH: A d\onge in lhe color or a rug due to differences in
the wool or dye batch. 11ll' color change ru1\S across the rug
o.nd is most likely lo occur at the top.
80TEH: A �ar•shaped figure often used in oriental rug
designs, charncterisUc of the paisley pattern. The boteh may
represent a leaf, bush or a pinf'cone.
CHAlN STITCH: A crochet stitch uS4?d in rug c(mstruction
that consists of successive loops to lock the final we.Ft in place at
tl1e end of a rug.
DHURRJE: A Otltwoven rug from
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(ndia, usually made of cotton or wool
ENDLESS KNOT: A buddhist emblem
.
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:,ymbolizing long dutation, often used
with other svmbols.
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f1£LO: The part of a nag's design surrounded by th� border. The 6eld may be blank or 001,tain
medallions or an over•all pattern.
FRINGE: Warps extending from the ends of a rug: which are
treated in several ways to pre.vent the wefts ond ki1ots from
unravelling.
CUL� A medallion either octagonal or angular in shilpe, used
in Tur.koman des.igns. It is often repeated to form an all-O\'e.r
pallem u\ the field.
JUFTI KNOT: A knot tied o"er four
wraps instead of the usual two.
KILIM: A tapestry-like wovC'n rug.
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MEOAlLION: The large enclosed por•
tion of a design, usually in the center.
Typical shapes are diamonds, octagons
and hexagoJ\S,
rERSIAN KNOT: Loop<?d around one thread with only a haJf.
turn around the other th.read.
Pl LE: The nap of the rug or the tufts remaining after the knot
ted yams are dipped.
PLAIN WEAVE: The simplest interlacing of \\fatp and we(t,
PRAYER RUG: A rug w 1lh representation or mosque or
arched pr-ayer area. Colu1� may be shov..-r, supporting the
arch with a lamp ha.ngin from the ru-ch's apex.
SOUMAK: A ffotweave rug nt.ade froin o technique that pro•
duces a herringbone effect.
TAPESTRY WEAVE: Any \lariety of weavf."S whe.re the pattcrn
is created by ground we.fts that do not run from end to end.
T URKISH KNOT: lied around two adjncent warp threads.
W ARP: Comprising the structu�$ parallel wrap yarns run the
length of the rug and are interlaced with wefts.
WEFT: 11w yarns '"oven horizontally chrough the warp!i.
WEFT-FACED: A rug ,\!here the v,,.eh yarns are more closely
spaced than the \\'nrps.
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Khoury Oriental Rugs
The Southeast's destination for
fine hand-made oriental rugs!
Over 3,000 rugs available
We have a large selection of hand-made
oriental rugs from Persia(Iran ), In dia, &
China. We also offer full service cleaning,
repairs, & appraisals. Clients also receive
free delivery & shipping.
2230 Commerce Dr.
Columbia, SC
{803) 567 - 3800
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